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during early 2019, tasmanian councils 
were asked to nominate new and potential 
infrastructure projects where they saw either 
opportunity or need in their local area to make 
future investments to grow and support their 
communities.

the survey returned an impressive 308 projects 
worth $1.244 Billion that highlighted the capacity of local government to plan and invest in their communities’ 
future.  the main driver for new projects was growth to cater for increased demand and provide increased 
capacity. it is important to understand that many projects were not in the respective council’s long term financial 
strategy, some were fully funded in capital works budgets, some partially, and some not at all. 

nevertheless, what the data tells us is that local government is not only a highly capable manager of 
infrastructure projects, but also has a strong commitment to ensuring the place they are responsible for is the 
best place it can be.  it should interest many that it is not just roads and rubbish; local government focuses on 
projects that make a difference and uses its advantage of being the level of government closest to communities to 
identify and deliver a wide scope of traditional and innovative infrastructure projects.  

now we have this information we have a much better idea of the value of place-making and the types of 
infrastructure classes being invested into. We also have an insight into the phasing of project delivery from 
concept to construction and the level of filtering applied so councils can deliver within their means. our 
survey found that as a result of the filtering applied, it is not as straightforward as projects that flow through 
infrastructure tasmania’s infrastructure Pipeline1.  the internal and external factors councils need to consider 
before final approval and determining their annual operating plans make it more complex to say a certain project 
will definitely commence in a certain year.

the multiplier effects of local government place-making is notable; our 
survey found the councils were actively delivering (i.e. procuring for 
and constructing) $389.5 Million of projects which modelling shows 
creates 1,744 direct jobs in construction and 1,153 indirect jobs in other 
industries and with multiplier effects add an extra $193.90 Million to the 
tasmanian economy.

thank you to our local government partners who supported us to 
undertake this research.  With this information, we feel we are in a 
stronger position than before to advocate for the local government 
sector and the great work they do for tasmania.

rda tasmania collaborated with the university of tasmania intern 
program to work with a talented student who could join our office and 
help analyse and interpret the data.  thank you to the university of 
tasmania and their student suqi lim for their contribution to this research.

Would we do this again? When beginning this research we wanted to see what the results showed to help us 
know if it is worth repeating. What we found was that it was onerous for councils and rda tasmania to complete 
the research.  if it was possible to find the information more easily in the future, for example if reporting by 
councils was standardised, the results could leverage greater coordination of place making and deliver efficiency 
gains.

1 https://www.stategrowth.tas.gov.au/infrastructure_tasmania/tasmanian_infrastructure_project_pipeline
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Place-making starts with a vision.  local government 
set their course using a strategic plan which is 
developed with their community and makes it clear 
what infrastructure should be prioritised based on a 
vision for the municipality.

everything a council does should be integrated 
with the strategic plan and that vision will be seen 
manifesting in everything that follows after; land use 
strategy, tourism strategy, cultural plan, economic 
development strategy, long term financial plan, 
workforce management plan, asset management 
plan, delivery programs and annual operational plans. 
integrated planning helps improve the understanding 
of budgets, staff resources and engagement with 
stakeholders including the construction industry, 
community and other levels of government.

the top three drivers for new infrastructure and capital works projects are growth, level of service and renewal:

1 2 3
Growth LeveL of Service renewaL

$831.3 MiLLion $262.1 MiLLion $139.7 MiLLion

66.7 per cent 21.05 per cent 11.2 per cent

growth caters for increased 
demand and provides increased 
capacity

installation or upgrade that 
delivers increased level of 
service

Maintains existing infrastructure 
at same level of service

examples:

- Park and ride facilities

- Community Hubs

- industrial subdivisions

examples:

- stormwater pump stations

- sports change rooms

- road sealing

examples:

- Playgrounds

- streetscapes

- Public toilets

Figure 1: Top three project drivers

HoW loCal 
governMent 
PlaCe Making 
Works

WHat Motivates 
PlaCe Making 
ProJeCts
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to place context around place-making, think of infrastructure projects as the solutions to problems. 

 •  roads ($291.0 Million) rank as the highest value infrastructure class because connectivity is crucial 
in a regionally dispersed state where there isn’t always local provision of goods and services.  

 •  recreation ($210.3 Million) and Community ($165.0 Million) are life supporting services.

 •  visitor economy ($149.7 Million) is growth infrastructure that supports economic development.

 •  Waste ($74.4 Million) is a productivity enabler to support social and economic functions.

 •  service Centre ($54.4 Million) upgrades can improve productivity and life supporting services.

 •  Housing ($31.5 Million) includes social housing and residential subdivisions. 

 •  other ($241.8 Million) was predominantly infrastructure related to water, sewage, floods and 
stormwater ($144.13 Million) which are productivity enablers. the remainder related to freight and 
other transport infrastructure.

*other - stormwater, irrigation, energy, communication, water, sewage.

top infraStructure cLaSSeS

PlaCe Making 
infrastruCture 
Classes

$0 Million

$100 Million

$200 Million

$300 Million

Roads

Recreation

Community

Visitor Economy
Waste

Service Centre

Housing
Other

Figure 2: Top infrastructure classes
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local government is forward thinking and considers 
strategic projects at the concept stage, and they are 
practical through the planning stage to refine projects that 
are affordable and manageable.  through this process 
they take on the challenge of creating strong and resilient 
communities by delivering critical infrastructure projects. 

our snapshot of council place-making from early 2019 
showed local government had $389.5 Million of projects 
being delivered in the procurement and construction 
phase.

there is a degree of separation between projects 
being delivered and the strategic and planning 
sections of the pipeline.  this separation is 
because local government budgets are subject 
to external factors including income from 
rates, the cost of delivering core functions and 
availability of funds from government grants 
and programs. the consequence is that councils 
must be nimble and flexible in their approach to 
project delivery and that  projects may remain as 
concepts until the council can determine that delivery is possible 
when they set their annual budget.

Capital expenditure budgets indicate a council’s 
allocation for all capital works projects.  When 
compared to our snapshot – which focused on new 
projects including concepts – the capital expenditure 
budget from Long Term Financial Plans shows a more 
realistic figure of expenditure on infrastructure.  With 
data available for only 23/29 councils the capital 
expenditure for 2019 was $225 Million, the capital 
expenditure for five years of 2019 to 2023 is $1,093 
Billion.  

one finding from this research is that councils use 
different reporting standards and templates for their 
capital expenditure budgets and the information 
can’t be easily combined and compared. a common 
reporting approach would allow stakeholders to 
understand capital expenditure without having to 
survey each council.

tHree stages of 
PlaCe Making

CaPital 
exPenditure 
Budgets

StrateGic

ConCePts

5 years aWay

$352.8 Million

pLanS

design and Business Case

3 to 4 years aWay

$502.3 Million

proJectS

ProCureMent and 
ConstruCtion

1 to 2 years aWay

$389.5 Million

Figure 3: Value of projects at stages in the place making pipeline
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our survey found that the councils collectively had 
$389.5 Million in value of projects in the delivery 
stage of procurement and construction. We put 
the $389.5 Million allocated for projects through 
ID Profile economic modelling and it calculated 
that $389.5 Million creates 1,744 direct jobs in 
construction and 1,153 indirect jobs in other 
industries and stimulates an estimated increase in 
value added of $193.90 Million for the tasmanian 
economy.

tasmania - Modelling the effect of adding $389.5m sales in construction - inflation adjusted

Summary output ($m)
value-added 

($m)
Local jobs residents jobs

Starting position tasmania (year ended June 2019)

Construction 5,193.95 1,357.92 23,262 19,450

all industries 48,026.27 24,536.32 249,710 248,173

impacts on tasmania economy

direct impact on Construction sector 389.50 101.83 1,744

industrial impact 166.59 66.02 841

Consumption impact 51.59 26.05 312

total impact on tasmania economy 607.68 193.90 2,898 2,967

type 1 multiplier (direct & industrial) 1.43 1.65 1

type 2 multiplier (direct, industrial & 
consumption)

1.56 1.90 2

impact on tasmania economy

total impact - tasmania outside 
tasmania

0.00 0.00 2,898 2,967

impact on australian economy

total impact outside tasmania 
economy

261.68 117.44 998 1,068

total impact on australian economy 869.36 311.34 3,896 4,035

Source: National Institute of Economic and Industry Research (NIEIR) ©2019. Compiled and presented in economy.
id by .id , the population experts.

Note: All $ values are expressed in 2016/17 base year dollar terms.

regional 
eConoMiC 
Benefits

Table 1: Economic impact summary
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rda tasmania’s research into the local government 
place-making has improved the broader understanding 
of the drivers for new projects, expenditure per 
infrastructure classes and the stages of filtering 
projects from concepts to implementation.  

Having a history of developing and maintaining positive 
relationships with local government in tasmania it 
was no surprise to see the diverse and progressive 
nature of infrastructure projects as this symbolises 
local government’s commitment to create liveable and 
resilient communities. the finding of most significance 
was the variation with how each council maintains data 
on projects which made completing the survey onerous 
and consequently led to issues with creating a consistent 
dataset.

to make repeating the research simpler there would need to be standardisation between councils on maintaining 
data on new infrastructure projects and recording capital expenditure budgets in their long term financial plans.  
then, when stakeholders want to know what projects are coming up they can find the information in councils’ key 
documents and see it in a format that is comparable and with the other councils and can be collated.  

an assumption that could be tested if place-making information was available is that councils, and perhaps other 
levels of government, could leverage the information and collaborate to deliver new infrastructure and that they 
would find efficiency and productivity gains by doing so.

1)    reform the way information on projects and capital expenditure is maintained and reported by local government 
so it is simpler to research.

2)    explore the efficiency and productivity gains for councils and other levels of government to use the data to 
facilitate collaboration when delivering place making projects that have a shared value (e.g. themes of project 
groups, opportunities for support and co-investment).

3)     Consider models that could drive consistency and collaboration between all levels of government in tasmania 
to facilitate regional scale place making (e.g. the City deals model or the northern australia agenda). 

ConClusion

reCoMMendations
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local government areas in tasmania

population (2018 aBS erp) Land area (Km2)

Burnie City 19,348 612

Central Coast 21,904 937

Circular Head 8,066 5,085

devonport 25,415 115

kentish 6,324 1,160

king island 1,601 1,108

latrobe 11,329 625

Waratah-Wynyard 13,800 3,529

West Coast 4,167 9,894

Brighton 17,294 173

Central Highlands 2,144 7,971

Clarence City 57,807 413

derwent valley 10,290 4,103

glamorgan-spring Bay 4,527 2,637

glenorchy City 47,636 121

Hobart City 53,684 78

Huon valley 17,219 5,819

kingborough 37,734 750

sorell 15,218 618

southern Midlands 6,118 2,611

tasman 2,404 670

Break o’day 6,232 3,558

dorset 6,652 3,249

flinders island 987 2,059

george town 6,931 663

launceston 67,449 1,417

Meander valley 19,713 3,326

northern Midlands 13,300 5,133

West tamar 23,769 710

aPPendix
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Project driver analysis

Drivers indicative value Budget allocated

growth $831,377,280 $432,110,260

renewal $139,720,121 $19,450,465

regulatory Compliance $11,600,000 $1,340,000

level of service $262,194,822 $62,363,900

Maintenance $0 $0

total $1,244,892,223 $515,264,625

table 1.1: total indicative value and budget allocated for all councils based on drivers

table 1.1 shows the indicative value and current budget allocation according to the five major drivers of the projects: growth, renewal, regulatory 
compliance, level of service and maintenance. asset management has been categorised under the growth category. 

figure 1.1: Comparison between indicative value and current budget allocated according to drivers

$

$225,000,000.00

$450,000,000.00

$675,000,000.00

$900,000,000.00

Growth

Renewal

Regulatory compliance

Level of service

Indicative

Budgeted

aPPendix
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infrastructure class analysis

infrastructure class indicative value Budget allocated

Community $165,080,291 $47,682,352

roads $291,051,000 $192,024,400

recreation $210,399,970 $84,542,673

Bridges $24,809,000 $19,460,000

visitor economy $149,752,797 $61,543,797

Health $1,200,000 $1,200,000

Waste Management $74,485,000 $7,800,000

service Centre $54,456,360 $37,420,000

other $241,807,805 $33,591,403

total $1,244,542,223 $515,264,625

table 1.2: total indicative value and budget allocated for all councils based on infrastructure classes

table 1.2 summarises the indicative value and current budget allocation according to the 10 infrastructure classes. 
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figure 1.2: Comparison between indicative value and budget allocated according to infrastructure classes
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stage of Project

Stage of project indicative value Budget allocated

Concept $352,890,597 $38,831,577

Business Case $178,871,121 $12,672,465

design $323,582,000 $248,313,000

Procurement $167,242,822 $44,581,900

Construction $222,305,683 $170,865,683

total $1,244,892,223 $515,264,625
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table 1.3: total indicative value and budget allocated at March 2019 based on stages of project

table 1. 3 summarises the indicative value and current budget allocation according to stages of project and is categorised into five stages: concept, 
business case, design, procurement and construction. 

aPPendix

figure 1.3: Comparison between indicative value and budget allocated according to stage of project
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aPPendix

Capital expenditure Comparison

Capital expenditure budgets indicate a council’s allocation for all capital works projects.  When compared to 
our survey – which focused on new projects – the capital expenditure budget shows a more realistic figure of 
expenditure on infrastructure.  With data available for 23 councils the capital expenditure for 2019 was $225 
Million, the capital expenditure for five years of 2019 to 2023 is $1,093 Billion.

figure 1.4: Comparison between the values of projects in the place making pipeline, the budget allocated for pipeline projects and the business-as-
usual capital expenditure data
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